Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine

Resolution No.1884 of 12 December 2002

Kyiv

On Permission for Goods to be Moved Across the Customs Border of Ukraine through Airports having no Customs Offices

As amended by Cabinet of Ministers’ Resolution No.92 of 18 January 2003

In accordance with paragraph 2 of Article 133 of Ukraine’s Customs Code, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine resolves:

1. That goods may be moved across the Customs border of Ukraine through airports not having Customs offices, in connection with activities carried out by the Armed Forces and other military formations outside Ukraine’s territory or by foreign states’ military formations in Ukraine’s territory, according to international treaties, and also when goods are imported/exported across the Customs border of Ukraine in order to provide aid in a disaster damage control and in other cases as individually permitted by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine.

2. That in cases stated in Clause 1 hereof, goods be moved through airports not having Customs offices, after all the types of control (checks) provided by the legislation, are conducted.

3. That the Resolution come into force on 1 January 2004 (Clause 3 as amended by Cabinet of Ministers’ Resolution No.92 of 18 January 2003).
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